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1-1 DESCRIPTION
The device consists of a drawout element that can be inserted into a circuit breaker compartment in the same manner as a type VCP-W circuit breaker. It includes six terminals and ground bus connections. Each terminal is isolated from each other and the ground bus connection by insulating barriers. The upper and lower terminals are accessible upon opening the respective front hinged door. The ground connection is located in the lower front section of the device.

Vac Clad-W switchgear is a two-high arrangement. In the lower compartment the top terminals normally connect to the main bus and the bottom terminals normally connect to the incoming line or feeders. In an upper compartment, the opposite normally holds true, i.e., the top terminals connect to the incoming line or feeders and the bottom terminals connect to the main bus. This must be verified for each application. Because of this two-high arrangement, the bus and the line positions of the grounding and test device terminals will vary depending upon whether the device is used in an upper or lower compartment. Therefore, it is most important that the bus or line terminals be correctly identified for each compartment before using this device.

Figure #1: View of unit with the front covers open.
Code plates are provided to prevent insertion of 1200/2000 amp device into 3000 amp compartment and vice-versa. Type VCP-W manual grounding and test devices are also available with either the upper or the lower terminals only. Devices of the same rating with only the upper terminals or with only the lower terminals are coded to make them non-interchangeable by the addition of an overlay code plate 8243A53H01 in the breaker compartments.

**WARNING**

READ AND UNDERSTAND THESE INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE ATTEMPTING TO USE THIS DEVICE. IMPROPER USE CAN RESULT IN DEATH, BODILY INJURY AND/OR PROPERTY DAMAGE.

The following general safe practices are recommended:

- Store the device in a clean, dry area free from dust, dirt, moisture, etc.

- Keep all insulating surfaces, which include primary support insulation and insulation barriers, clean and dry.

- Check all primary circuit connections to make certain they are clean and tight.

- Permit only authorized trained personnel to use this device.

- Take extreme care while using this device to avoid contacting "Live" or "Hot" (energized) Terminals.

- Correctly identify line and bus terminals for the breaker compartment before using this device.

- Check for correct code plate(s) on the device. Do not attempt to force the device into the compartment.

The grounding of either upper or lower terminals is accomplished by Connecting cables (not provided with the device) from either the upper Or the lower terminals to the device ground connections. Cable testing or “phasing out” test may be accomplished by connecting suitable test equipment, as required to the terminals.
1.3 Cables

WARNING: Eaton does not recommend that customers use single cable sets commercially sold in the market (contains a total of only three 2/0 or 4/0 cables). These assemblies were found to not pass the current G&TD standard to a standard rating of 25 kA. Eaton was able to pass 40 kA via using special 500 kcmil Copper cable assemblies (Style number 68C5239G12).

**500 kcmil – Copper Cable Assembly Supplier Contact Information:**
MONTI INCORPORATED
333 WEST SEYMOUR AVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45215-1825
CONTACT: ANDY CEEDDIA andyce@monti-inc.com
PHONE# 513-761-7775  FAX# 513-948-6858

WARNING: If a customer does not follow the cable selection stated above then the customer takes the full responsibility for the entire product and the liability associated with any issues that may arise.
Figure 3: Side view of unit showing components
Figure 4: Front and Top view of the product
Figure 7: Typical mounting of a Single Cable Ground Set. Special cables are required for this type of connection (500 kcmil). The connection shown in this figure is for a bottom terminal connection. The same connection method should be used for a top connected system.
CAUTION

TO PREVENT INJURY EATON RECOMMENDS TYING THE CABLES (AS SHOWN). USE NYLON PLASTIC WIRE TIES OR NYLON REINFORCED LINE OR ROPE

(BAIL TYPE SHOWN)